Research unit supporting statement from Supervisor

The following sections are to be completed by the consulted academic staff member

Is it likely that the project can be completed in the time available to the student?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Is the work proposed capable of being dealt with satisfactorily in a thesis of:-
5,000 – 6,000 words (6 credit points) ____________________________________________
10,000 – 12,000 words (12 credit points) ____________________________________________

Does the work proposed make call on any specific skills, e.g. in statistical analysis, social survey Appl methods, foreign languages, historical research? If so, is the student adequately equipped?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Does the student possess the necessary legal background? (If not, please elaborate)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Are the data and materials relevant to the proposed research readily accessible? If not, give details.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Do you recommend that this proposal:

- be approved? ________________________________________________________________
- be rejected? ________________________________________________________________
- be modified? (please give details) _____________________________________________

__________________________

Staff member’s declaration
I certify that I have discussed the formulation of this proposal with the student; that I have read the proposal attached to this application; and that I consider the proposal suitable for research.

Signature ______________________________
Date ________________________________